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Peace and Love
Vasco (aka RaginRamen)

Welcome, Everyone!

So... April Issue released in July? Let's address this and get it out of the way. It has been a crazy year, to say
the least. It goes without saying why it has taken so long to finish this issue and get it ready for you all to
read; the pandemic, personal predicaments, reflecting on important matters in the world like
BlackLivesMatter. There have been more important things in the world, and I sincerely hope everyone has
been able to get through this a better person.

Well, that was easy, now to get to what we all want to know about, those sweet IndieGames and what titles
from April, you should be getting on your radar.

I ended the introduction of the last issue with “See you all on the moon”, who knew this would be so
relevant. Our featured game of the month is Filament, a sci-fi game with a well-written narrative and an out
of this world puzzle design. It will have you scratching your heads for days and leaning forward in your
chairs to really focus on how to solve the challenging obstacles in your way.
There is a game for everyone this month. Are Puzzles not your thing? Maybe you would enjoy building a
colony in the harsh post-apocalypse that is Endzone: A World Apart, or even starting a self-autonomous
tech company in Good Company where you fine-tune the production line. Nah, you are obviously much
more into a good story with substance, something like the emotional journey of HEAL, or a political thriller
The Flower Collectors.

It has been a great month for IndieGames of all types, and I can say it has been incredibly fun to play all
these and write my thoughts in short reviews.
Hope this helps you find that itch you’ve been scratching, there are gems enough for everyone.

===================================================================

Looking to the future my next magazine issue won't be May, June or July. There have been amazing titles
released that I want to talk about and of course the Steam Summer Festival which I have been talking about
on my website. It is, however, too much work for little old me to do on my lonesome. For that reason, my
next issue will be August, set to be released at the start of September.

I will be making changes to my format and how I do the magazine. My standard of curation will also become
higher as I will try my best to show breathtaking and mind-blowing titles. Meaning, less IndieGames
showcased, but more room to give better and detailed reviews, alongside news articles. These are my
targets for August, and I hope to meet these for you all.

EDITOR’S NOTE
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GOOD
COMPANY

Genre: Tycoon, Management

Developer: Chasing Carrots

Publisher: The Irregular
Corporation

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

ENDZONE: A
WORLD APART
Genre: Survival, CityBuilder

Developer: Gentlymad
Studios

Publisher: Assemble
Entertainment

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

WEEK 14 [31stMARCH-6th APRIL]
NEWRELEASES

https://www.goodcompanygame.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/911430/Good_Company/
https://endzone-game.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/933820/Endzone__A_World_Apart/
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OVER THE ALPS
Genre: StoryRich, Narrative,

Adventure

Developer: Stave Studios

Publisher: Stave Studios

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

OPERENCIA:
THE STOLEN

SUN
Genre: TurnBased RPG,

DungeonCrawler

Developer: Zen Studios

Publisher: Zen Studios

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

IN OTHER
WATERS

Genre: Exploration,
StoryRich, Adventure

Developer: Jump Over the
Age

Publisher: Fellow Traveller

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

https://overthealpsgame.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1227400/Over_the_Alps/
https://operenciarpg.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/985950/Operencia_The_Stolen_Sun/
https://jumpovertheage.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/890720/In_Other_Waters/
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“In an extremely hostile
environment full of
radioactivity,
contaminated rain and
extreme climate
change, you'll have to
prove your worth as a
leader.”

My first settlement died when
the drought arrived. Ok,
learning from this I made sure
I gathered enough water and
food in the second
settlement... Radiated rain
contaminated my entire
population.
This is a very unforgiving
game with a lot of elements to
keep you occupied

Needless to say, I was
quickly playing another
playthrough, determined to
survive this hostile world.

In a market flooded with
tough survival builders, you
need to stand out. This is the
dynamic weather system.
Never have I wanted to build
a weather forecaster so
badly. Protection from rain
and sand storms is extremely
important as they can be
unpredictable and dangerous.

Not yet a feature, but in the
works while in Early Access is
the addition of setting
expeditions for you to lead.

ENDZONE: A
WORLD
APART

Genre: Survival, CityBuilder

Developer: Gentlymad
Studios

Publisher: Assemble
Entertainment

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

YOU’RE AMANWITH A PLAN
Managing a tech company ismuch like surviving the apocalypse

https://endzone-game.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/933820/Endzone__A_World_Apart/
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“Grow your workforce
and delegate all
aspects of production.
Using the powerful
logistics options you’ll
be able to automate
your business.”

More than a tycoon game, it
has management and that oh
so satisfying feeling from
playing automation games
like Satisfactory.

The campaign does a very
good job of easing you into
the mechanics of the game.
Starting in your parents'
garage, you build your first
product, the humble battery.

From then on, the fun (and
complexity) only gets bigger.
With more staff and more
parts needed to create
complicated inventions, it is
extremely handy to have a

logistics menu. Automating
your workforce from delivery
of materials to creation,
assembly and finally outgoing
sales.
All the more satisfying when
some materials need to be
made from others.

Another aspect of the game
that makes things just click
perfectly, is the blueprint
designer. A puzzle in itself as
the parts need to fit with each
other and at the same time
not get too hot or use too
much battery.

There is a lot of thought put
into the design of this game,
not just in creating complex
processes, but making sure it
is still fun with those
complexities.

I will be playing this for a long
time, seeking that perfection.

GOOD
COMPANY

Genre: Tycoon,
Management

Developer: Chasing Carrots

Publisher: The Irregular
Corporation

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

https://www.goodcompanygame.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/911430/Good_Company/
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OUT JULY 23 ON PC AND SWITCH
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“Enter a world of
wonder, fear and
vulnerability, unraveling
the history and ecology
of an impossible
planet.”

For a game that doesn't show
you how the characters look
or have spoken dialogue, it is
surprisingly full of life and
detail with a story that grabs
your interest immediately.

Ellery is the character we
follow through this adventure,
but you play as the AI in her
suit. An unusual premise I had
never seen before. By
keeping an eye on oxygen,
navigation and inventory, you
help her traverse these

beautiful and at times
dangerous waters.

While searching for your
humans' partner, Minae, you
learn to control more of the
suits new additions and open
new areas to explore.
Although there are no
enemies, you’ll need to
survive toxic waters, stinging
environments and the depths
of the ocean.

All this and I’ve yet to get to
the best part of the game. Its
beautiful UI has garnered well
deserved praise for its clean
wonderful look and the music
is calmingly hypnotic, drawing
you into an alien unknown
world.

IN OTHER
WATERS

Genre: Exploration,
StoryRich, Adventure

Developer: Jump Over the
Age

Publisher: Fellow Traveller

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

BOARDING GATE NOWOPEN
Calling at Alps Train Station, Cursed Dungeon and Off World Sea

https://jumpovertheage.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/890720/In_Other_Waters/
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OPERENCIA:
THE STOLEN

SUN
Genre: TurnBased RPG,

DungeonCrawler

Developer: Zen Studios

Publisher: Zen Studios

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“An unknown force has
abducted the Sun King
Napkiraly, leaving
Operencia in a state of
perpetual darkness –
and eventual doom.”

If you told me that the studio
best known for making
brilliant Pinball Games had
made an equally brilliant
DungeonCrawler, I would be
slightly sceptical.

Here we are though, having
played the game entirely I can
say it is, without a doubt, a lot
of fun.
The voice acting is my
favourite part of the journey.
Its delivery and chemistry
between characters are what
kept my attention and looking
for the next campfire moment.
The story itself isn’t bad,
although a little standard for

the fantasy genre, bringing in
influence from real-world
mythology and locations gives
it a unique feel.

Anyone who remembers the
dungeon crawler games of old
will find the gameplay familiar.
The movement is limited to a
grid, although you have the
freedom of camera movement
to look around to find secrets
and solutions to puzzles.
Those of you less familiar, I
would like to direct your
attention to Legends of
Grimrock, another wonderful
Dungeon Crawler that
Operencia has taken
inspiration.

Join this adventure, meet
intriguing characters and take
part in a fairytale-like world
full of wonder.

https://operenciarpg.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/985950/Operencia_The_Stolen_Sun/
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OVER THE
ALPS

Genre: StoryRich,
Narrative, Adventure

Developer: Stave Studios

Publisher: Stave Studios

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“Stay undercover, evade
the police, and race
across 1939
Switzerland in this
Hitchcockian World War
Two spy thriller.”

There is a lot of experience in
this studio when it comes to
narrative storytelling in
games, so my expectations
were high and I am not
disappointed.

The writing just feels natural
no matter your dialogue
choice. You can be brash, a
jokester or a straight to the
point violent type and it’s just
believable.

Knowing the lead writer was
behind the phenomenal 80
days, I can see a lot of
similarities. As you travel
across Europe there are
several decisions to make.
None of them wrong, just

some riskier than others and
it's up to you how much of a
gamble you want to take.
Perfect for a spy premise
where every day is full of
danger and looking over your
shoulder.

The characters are all a
delight to get to know and
have you constantly
wondering who to trust and
how careful you should be.
Each play through (and there
will be plenty of them with
how replayable it is) will get
you acting out different
personas, taking different
paths and deciding if this time
you will click on that Goat
dialogue you’ve been so
tempted to click (spies have
risked their neck for worse)

Lastly, I can’t get enough of
the soundtrack, truly
sensational and worth the
buy.

https://overthealpsgame.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1227400/Over_the_Alps/
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ANNIE: LAST
HOPE

Genre: TopDown Shooter,
Narrative, Adventure

Developer: PixelRice

Publisher: PixelRice

Link: None
Available on: Steam

ALDER’S
BLOOD

Genre: TurnBased Strategy,
Adventure, RPG

Developer: Shockwave Games

Publisher: No Gravity Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

WEEK 15 [7th-13th APRIL]
NEWRELEASES

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1174390/ANNIELast_Hope/
http://aldersblood.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/820020/Alders_Blood/
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THE
PROCESSION
TO CALVARY
Genre: Point’N’Click,

Adventure

Developer: Joe Richardson

Publisher: Joe Richardson

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

HEAL
Genre: Point’N’Click,
StoryRich, Puzzle

Developer: Jesse Makkonen

Publisher: Jesse Makkonen

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

BLIND SPOT
Genre: FirstPerson,

StoryRich, Adventure

Developer: Unlimited Fly
Games

Publisher: Unlimited Fly
Games

Link: None
Available on: Steam

http://joerichardson.games/theprocession/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071130/The_Procession_to_Calvary/
http://www.jessemakkonen.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1056610/Heal/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1267370/Blind_Spot/
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“God is dead, and it was
us - who killed him.
Without God - the world
became twisted and has
fallen into chaos.”

This line from the description
sets the tone perfectly. The
world is chaotic and
abandoned to malevolent
creatures and on occasion
worse humanity.

On the surface, it looks and
feels like XCOM meets
Darkest Dungeon and these
are common comparisons,
but once you get stuck into
the game you discover the
real meaning of hunting.
To set traps, lay in wait, sneak

and plan your strategy.

Being a game inspired by so
many others, it soon takes a
form of its own, giving us
gameplay and mechanics not
commonly known. And with it,
there are complaints from
unfamiliar players who rush
into the fight. It is extremely
easy to for your hunters to be
killed off, but it makes sense
doesn't it? You are just
hunters, meat and bones
trying to fight monstrous
creatures that stalk your
nightmares.

My advice, stalk your prey,
divide and conquer. HUNT.

ALDER’S
BLOOD

Genre: TurnBased Strategy,
Adventure, RPG

Developer: Shockwave
Games

Publisher: No Gravity
Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

SNARLING BARE TEETH
Overcome this horrific world. Give people hope again.

http://aldersblood.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/820020/Alders_Blood/
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ANNIE: LAST
HOPE

Genre: TopDown
Shooter, Narrative,

Adventure

Developer: PixelRice

Publisher: PixelRice

Link: None
Available on: Steam

“Countless zombies,
bloodthirsty boss, dark
side of humanity and
conspiracies are all
leading Annie into a
deep abyss.”

What a surprise this little
IndieGame was.

At first glance, I assumed that
I would be playing a fun
shoot’em up game to pass
the time. Pretty visuals and
explosions included. That is
exactly what I got, but more.

After an explosive start where
you experience the absolute
chaos of a city just waking up
to the zombie outbreak and
having to deal with it, you are
taken some time into the
future where Jack is now
missing and you are playing
as the fiance Annie.
After such roller coaster start,

running through the woods
with a bow and arrow is a
welcome break, but it doesn't
take long till you are met with
a variety of enemies and
some of the most entertaining
boss fights I’ve had the
pleasure of trying to
overcome.

The environment is
incorporated into the danger
and you are kept on your
toes.

My biggest compliment has
to go to the story itself. It isn't
the most complex, but it
certainly took me by surprise
and had me caring for certain
characters along the way. As
seen in most zombie stories,
there is a conspiracy
involved, humanity is cruel
and some seeds of hope
remain, but although cliche, it
had been handled well.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1174390/ANNIELast_Hope/
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“You will steal a ship,
feed a donkey, compete
in a talent contest,
assist an inept street
magician, sing, dance,
play the (magic?) flute,
poke a man's face, hunt
for treasure and have a
chat with Our Lord God
Almighty...”

I will be totally honest, my first
playthrough was the murder
run. The temptation to cut
corners and see the outcome
of my actions was
unavoidable and ended up
giving me quite a short (and
hilarious) playthrough.

As can be expected, when

you hack and slash through
your problems, there is very
little thinking done. So I
endeavoured to do another
playthrough, this time with no
killing. With this run, I got to
experience a lot more
environments and most
importantly had a blast at
cracking the puzzles.

Whichever run you take, the
dialogue is fantastic with
Monty Python seeping
through in magnificent
fashion. The art and music
are very fitting to the theme
and compliment each other
well. Love how beautiful
works off art have been taken
apart to create a narrative.

THE
PROCESSION
TO CALVARY
Genre: Point’N’Click,

Adventure

Developer: Joe Richardson

Publisher: Joe Richardson

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

POINT, CLICK, LAUGH, CRY
A characters story holdmany secrets and emotions.

http://joerichardson.games/theprocession/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071130/The_Procession_to_Calvary/
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BLIND SPOT
Genre: FirstPerson,

StoryRich, Adventure

Developer: Unlimited Fly
Games

Publisher: Unlimited Fly
Games

Link: None
Available on: Steam

“Waking up alone in the
storeroom, the mansion
you have been living in
with your father and
younger sister is
somewhat different
from what it used to
be.”

An odd one for me to review.
Although I enjoyed the

experience and played it all in
one sitting because of the
intrigue and want to discover
more about the story, it does
have some faults. My biggest
difficulty was with pacing, not
just the walking speed, but
the speed of puzzles and the
set up of narratives. It is
worth playing, but with
patience

HEAL
Genre: Point’N’Click,
StoryRich, Puzzle

Developer: Jesse Makkonen

Publisher: Jesse Makkonen

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“Dear, I'm playing our
melody for you. Do you
find it familiar...?
Maybe it could help
you to remember... to
remember us.”

Truly an emotional narrative
with very little to no words.
What we have instead is a
haunting sound design that

will draw you into the old
mans world to make you feel
sad, scared and joyous.

As well as the narrative,
enjoy cleverly designed
puzzles, some harder than
others, but all satisfying to
complete.
Start an obscure and
atmospheric story today.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1267370/Blind_Spot/
http://www.jessemakkonen.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1056610/Heal/
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OUT NOW ON SWITCH, COMING TO PC IN JULY 30
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CIRCLE
EMPIRES:
RIVALS

Genre: RTS, Multiplayer

Developer: Luminous

Publisher: Iceberg Interactive

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

A FOLD APART
Genre: Narrative, Puzzle,

Adventure

Developer: Lightning Rod
Games

Publisher: Lightning Rod
Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

WEEK 16 [14th-20th APRIL]
NEWRELEASES

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1100260/Circle_Empires_Rivals/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1100260/Circle_Empires_Rivals/
https://lightningrodgames.com/a-fold-apart/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/451310/A_Fold_Apart/
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MERCHANT OF
THE SKIES
Genre: Strategy, RPG

Developer: ColdWild Games

Publisher: ColdWild Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

INDUSTRIES
OF TITAN

Genre: Strategy, CityBuilder

Developer: Brace Yourself
Games

Publisher: Brace Yourself
Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Epic

CYBER ATTACK
Genre: Strategy, Simulation

Developer: LUXO Interactive

Publisher: LUK KUS SOFT

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

http://coldwild.com/game/MerchantOfTheSkies/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040070/Merchant_of_the_Skies/
https://braceyourselfgames.com/industries-of-titan/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/product/industries-of-titan/home
https://cyberattack-game.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1230560/Cyber_Attack/
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“Create a sprawling
industrial city, design
powerful factories, and
compete with other
Corporations.”

Oh boy, cyberpunk industrial
aesthetics in a city-builder
type game? Yes!

Let me just start by stating it is
still very much in Early
Access, there are so many
features and incredible
content to come that they
have outlined in a roadmap.

So let's start with the
awesome stuff. I’ve already
mentioned the cyberpunk
aesthetics and they are

beautiful. The designs are
colourful in a neon way and fit
perfectly with the unique
gameplay of building inside
your building.
Even though later you get big
structures that offset the need
to finetune your own designs,
you still get the best possible
power and output from the
initial factories you start with.
This kind of game balance is
brilliant.

Before I run out of space, I
want to mention the amazing
music and the nice addition of
a jukebox in the recent
update. I can’t wait for further
updates to expand on a city-
builder brimming with
potential already.

INDUSTRIES
OF TITAN
Genre: Strategy,
CityBuilder

Developer: Brace Yourself
Games

Publisher: Brace Yourself
Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Epic

TELL ME YOUR STRATEGY
Together we can rule these empires and industries.

https://braceyourselfgames.com/industries-of-titan/
https://www.epicgames.com/store/en-US/product/industries-of-titan/home
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CIRCLE
EMPIRES:
RIVALS

Genre: RTS, Multiplayer

Developer: Luminous

Publisher: Iceberg
Interactive

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“Fast-paced action and
hundreds of different
units combined with a
procedurally-generated
world of circles.”

Having come a long way from
the popular demo in its
beginning, it is now a full

multiplayer game with tonnes
of units, buildings, enemies
and treasures to keep you
occupied.

Quick thinking is needed and
friendships are temporary as
they all eventually melt into
rivalries.

CYBER
ATTACK

Genre: Strategy, Simulation

Developer: LUXO Interactive

Publisher: LUK KUS SOFT

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“Take control of an
elite global team of
hackers, intercepting
communications
between corporations,
governments, and
criminals all around
the world.”

Currently in Early Access
with a lack of content and
difficulty, BUT... I see
potential, will keep a closer
eye and see where this
goes. Watching your lines of
influence stretch around the
globe is satisfying, but there
needs to be more ‘risk vs
reward’.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1100260/Circle_Empires_Rivals/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1100260/Circle_Empires_Rivals/
https://cyberattack-game.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1230560/Cyber_Attack/
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“An award-
winning puzzle
game that
explores the
emotional
rollercoaster of
a long-distance
relationship —
in a world of
folding paper
there are two
sides to every
story!”

Truly beautiful and
heart touching.

As a puzzle game,
it does everything
right. At first, you
are just folding one

side against another, then you learn you
can fold the top and bottom and before
you know it, you get a curveball thrown
at you that will get you scratching your
head.
It’s one of those deceptive games that
lulls you into thinking it’s easy and -
WHAM!

What truly shines for me is the narrative.
Loved the puzzles, but the long-distance
relationship was really interesting to
watch.
Would also like to give a big shout out to
give the option of picking the kind of
couple you are playing, it’s the small
things that count.
The inner monologues before sending a
message are so relatable.
Miscommunication is a thorn that many
have experienced.

A FOLD
APART

Genre: Narrative, Puzzle,
Adventure

Developer: Lightning
Rod Games

Publisher: Lightning Rod
Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

TRAVEL FAR AND NEAR!
Whether for love or trade, a journey starts with a single step.

https://lightningrodgames.com/a-fold-apart/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/451310/A_Fold_Apart/
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MERCHANT
OF THE
SKIES

Genre: Strategy, RPG

Developer: ColdWild
Games

Publisher: ColdWild
Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“Become the captain of
a flying ship! Sell items,
gather resources and
build your own trade
company in the clouds!”

I do love this world that has
been created for us to travel
around in and trade.
Everybody seems to live in
the skies, there is a giant fish
called Sam who needs your
help and a spiffy carrot in a
top hat you can jam with.

All this charm is why I can
forgive it for not being a
hardcore trading simulator,
that's not the style they were
going for. It’s in fact, because
of it that I can get behind how
chill and relaxed it is to play.
On the base gameplay, it has
the features of a trading sim,
you buy low, sell high, work
the system and create trade

routes. There are even
deeper mechanics that let
you start productions chains
where you buy islands to
mine and build workshops to
create artisans materials like
Lumber and Glass.
This is where the depth
stopped for me, and the
gameplay loop started.

With such an endgame goal
to create these materials, I
was let down that there was
nothing for me to do with
them. No trade posts will buy
them and they were left piling
up in my cargo holds.

I had a lot of fun sailing the
skies, meeting new
characters and starting my
trade empire. But with
nothing to do with my wealth
and artisan goods, it felt a
little anti-climatic.

http://coldwild.com/game/MerchantOfTheSkies/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040070/Merchant_of_the_Skies/
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FILAMENT
Genre: Narrative, Puzzle

Developer: Beard Envy

Publisher: Kasedo Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

CLOUDPUNK
Genre: Narrative, Exploration,

Adventure

Developer: ION Lands

Publisher: Maple Whispering

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

WEEK 17 [21st-27th APRIL]
NEWRELEASES

https://www.kasedogames.com/filament
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1137350/Filament/
https://ionlands.tumblr.com/tagged/ionlands
https://store.steampowered.com/app/746850/Cloudpunk/
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THE FLOWER
COLLECTORS

Genre: Narrative,
Investigation

Developer: Mi'pu'mi Games

Publisher: Mi'pu'mi Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

SHAPIK: THE
MOON QUEST

Genre: Point’N’Click,
Adventure

Developer: Paul Podberezko,
Daniil Naletov, Alexander

Ahura

Publisher: Rapid Snail

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

HELPWILL
COME

TOMORROW
Genre: Strategy, Survival

Developer: ArcLight Creations

Publisher: Klabater

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

http://coldwild.com/game/MerchantOfTheSkies/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1034750/The_Flower_Collectors/
https://shapikthequest.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1073810/Shapik_The_Moon_Quest/
https://klabater.com/game/help-will-come-tomorrow-2/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1119600/Help_Will_Come_Tomorrow/
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“Complex, yet ultra-
addictive puzzles,
challenge yourself to
board the Alabaster,
then challenge yourself
to leave.”

I’ll give you some context. I
completed the game in two
sittings. Yup, 13+ hours later
with the odd break for food.
The puzzles and the emerging
narrative is that absorbing.

When first introduced to the
puzzle mechanic of wrapping
a cable around numerous
pillars, it looks incredibly
simple. Oh how cunningly
deceptive the devs are. And

masters at puzzle crafting as
just when you start to get
comfortable, you get a
humbling slap in the face.
They keep changing up the
rules, introducing new and
fresh takes to keep you on
your toes. I am almost certain
many were driven mad trying
to solve them (I know I came
close).

Besides the meticulous puzzle
designs, the narrative that
runs through bit by bit is
brilliantly delivered by Abigail
Turner. It feels natural and
conversational, which makes
it all the easier to empathise
when things take a dramatic
turn.

FILAMENT
Genre: Narrative, Puzzle

Developer: Beard Envy

Publisher: Kasedo Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

A COLOURFUL FUTURE!
Let’s go exploring and see what we find.

https://www.kasedogames.com/filament
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1137350/Filament/
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SHAPIK: THE
MOON QUEST

Genre: Point’N’Click,
Adventure

Developer: Paul
Podberezko, Daniil

Naletov, Alexander Ahura

Publisher: Rapid Snail

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“The story is told
without a single word
using only remarkable
animations and exciting
music.”

The colourful fairy tale feel to
the art gave me the
impression that Amanita

Studio was an influence, but
they still managed to make it
all their own style.
With outstanding music and
motifs as you progress and a
story told entirely without text,
this is truly an atmospheric
adventure you can enjoy
internationally.

CLOUDPUNK
Genre: Narrative,

Exploration, Adventure

Developer: ION Lands

Publisher: Maple
Whispering

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“ It’s your first night on
the job working for the
Cloudpunk delivery
service. Two rules:
Don’t miss a delivery
and don’t ask what’s in
the package. ”

Every mission plays out like
a 'fetch and deliver' quest,
no-one should find this
surprising.

The joy of playing this
comes from the beautiful
visuals and the variety of
characters you meet along
the way. There are man-
eating elevators, an
Automata that cant stop
speaking like a noir
detective.
And who can forget your
dog-car Camus?

https://shapikthequest.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1073810/Shapik_The_Moon_Quest/
https://ionlands.tumblr.com/tagged/ionlands
https://store.steampowered.com/app/746850/Cloudpunk/
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“They must endure in a
harsh ice-clad climate
until rescue arrives.
Facing many dangers,
their own weaknesses
and, above all, their own
prejudice.”

There are so many ways to
die or get caught. Survival is
no joke in ‘Help Will Come
Tomorrow’.

Unfortunately, it is hard to
master. Not because of any
difficulty, or the many statuses
you need to keep an eye on.
You will be restarting your
game over and over because
luck and a heavy use of RNG,

plays a big part of your
success.

The narrative is well done. In
small slices that come every
night, you get to learn more
and more about each
character that is available.
Around the campfire, you pick
two topics, and the
interactions between your
survivors can be surprising
and ocassionally uplifting. You
get to know them, their
interests and also their painful
pasts.
I really like the writing and the
small quests that can come
up from this, it almost feels
organis.

HELPWILL
COME

TOMORROW
Genre: Strategy, Survival

Developer: ArcLight
Creations

Publisher: Klabater

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

TO SURVIVE THE PAST
Wemust solve it’s mysteries and learn from it.

https://klabater.com/game/help-will-come-tomorrow-2/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1119600/Help_Will_Come_Tomorrow/
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THE FLOWER
COLLECTORS

Genre: Narrative,
Investigation

Developer: Mi'pu'mi
Games

Publisher: Mi'pu'mi
Games

Link: Official Site
Available on: Steam

“One stormy night, you
witness a murder.
Determined to uncover
the truth, you form an
unlikely alliance with
young ambitious
journalist Melinda and
start your
investigation.”

From a game perspective,
some aspects work, while
other parts fall flat. But the
story, writing and music? My
oh my, thoroughly impressed.

There is no difficulty in the
gameplay, as you are pretty
much a vehicle driving
through this story, helping it
unfold. It does have a
premise I’ve not seen before
in a game. With you in a
wheelchair, there is nothing
left to do but spend most of
your time spying on your

neighbours with a pair of
binoculars. When murder
comes to your streets,
everything changes.

I don’t want to go too deep
into the story as I would be
venturing into spoiler territory.
The social climate will be
known for any that are aware
of Spanish history in the 70s.
There is a lot of commentary
within the writing regarding
police brutality and prejudices
that were normalised.
Looking at today, all of this
felt very familiar, making the
impact of the story hit harder.

If you don’t mind a game with
very little gameplay (strange
right?), I highly recommend
you buy this now for the story
and writing alone. I know I
am happy I took a chance in
playing this.

http://coldwild.com/game/MerchantOfTheSkies/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1034750/The_Flower_Collectors/
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COMING JULY 22 ON PC
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on the

NEXT ISSUE
mymost anticipated

... we will be returning with more
cool Indie Games that I am looking
forward to trying out once they are
released.

Kill It With Fire - Get your shurikens,
flamethrowers, and bombs out. It’s
spider killing time!

Dreamscaper - Fight your nightmares
in the dream world, while uncovering
the mysteries of your story in the real
world.

Windbound - It’s not quite Moana, but
explore, adapt and navigate the seas
in a stylish world. Your Welcome
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Grab a bowl full of IndieGames and
...DIG IN!!
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